
VIRTUAL LEARNING Geometry 

Week 2 

*CHANGE!! Please note that I will be giving you assignments rather than posts going forward. It is the 

only way for me to accurately keep tabs on your participation. I know some of you are concerned about not 

actually needing to submit anything so we can take care of that in 3 ways 

1) Submit a comment telling me what you did or didn’t understand about the lesson 

2) Submit a blank submission 

3) If assignment comes up as “late” click on it and hit “mark complete”  

 

This is the packet for Unit 11. You will be using this as a guide for your notes. You do not need to print this entire 
thing, feel free to print the notes pages only or just copy the notes onto a separate sheet of paper or graph paper. 

2020 packet.pdf 

 

 

This is the answer key to the packet. Please check your answers with mine and message me with any questions or 
clarification needed. Please do not check until you have attempted and completed everything you can ON YOUR OWN 
first! 

Unit 11 algebra of polygons key.pdf 
 

Day Lesson Assignment 

Monday 

3/30 
Watch lesson & take notes on interior angles of 

polygons, pg.24-25 in packet. 

https://www.educreations.com/lesson/view/interior-angles-of-a-

polygon/52455075/?s=fh0h7v&ref=appemail 

Pg. 26 & 27 

Check answers with 
key, message me 

with questions. 

Tuesday 
3/31 

Watch lesson & take notes on exterior angles of 
polygons, pg. 29 in packet. 
https://www.educreations.com/lesson/view/exterior-
angles/52651358/?s=xRHRBR&ref=appemail 

Pg. 30-31 
Check answers with 

key, message me 
with questions. 

Wednesday 

4/1 

Practice Interior and Exterior angles. Video 

explains pg. 28 AFTER you complete it! 
https://www.educreations.com/lesson/view/pg-28-
clarification/52651519/?s=32INuT&ref=appemail 

Pg. 28, 32, 33 

Check answers with 
key, message me 

with questions. 

Thursday 

4/2 

Watch lesson & take notes on Midsegments in 

triangles, pg. 34-35 
https://www.educreations.com/lesson/view/midsegments/526511
99/?s=Dwstux&ref=appemail 

Pg. 36 

Check answers with 
key, message me 

with questions. 

Friday  
4/3 

Practice midsegments. 
Sign up for IXL.  

IXL_athome.pdf 

Pg. 37-40 
Check answers with 

key, message me 
with questions. 

 

Don’t forget, you can increase the speed of the video  

so you don’t fall asleep while watching!  
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